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Details of Visit:

Author: joe91
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 14 Apr 2016 12:30
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Neutral

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07443374889

The Premises:

2 floors up in a tenement. Secure entry. As with most of the girls in Scotland they are paranoid
about giving you the addresss and so you get the street and then as you are appproaching get the
flat number and then when you are outside get the floor. 2 bedroom flat with another girl sharing

The Lady:

Romanian, young, slim, excellent figure. Medium straight dark hair. Pretty girl. Gorgeous breasts,
and magnificent pink nippples spoiled sadly by obvious hairs around the aerolae. These had been
shaved and were spiky.

The Story:

Despite advertising she liked french kissing, the FK on offer was not DFK and she warned that once
I went down on her then there would be no more kissing. She was a little dominant in that there
were obvious wishes given and whilst this was not a domination scene, she wanted to be in
command for sure. Nice pussy with slightly dark and flaring labia, clean. She wanted the DATY to
be very gentle and as soon as I became a little stronger in the cunnilingus, she oohed and ahhed
and wanted it "softer baby". She came relatively quickly and easily. BJ covered, then she straddled
and inserted me and went fairly hard at me. No complaints at that although she spent a fair amount
of the time rubbing herself while fucking me hard. I wanted to come on her tits but she said no
although was happy to finish me off by hand. Marks for style and firmness and speed of wanking.
Shot my load over her hand and then was tidied up. Not a huge amount of post coital play, no
massage and certainly no kissing or cuddling. Decent english. I think she has been here for some
time.

Overall neutral due to less than (i.e NIL) advertised DFK, just a little extended tongue, hairy
nippples a spoiler and the slight dominance. If you wanted a shag on a cute young body then it
would be fine.
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